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designs by Willie Fleckhaus and Rolf Staudt 40 41 42 - 03 02 01 00 Unterm Rad First head Mr. Joseph Giebenrath, mediator and agent, was not distinguished by any advantages or features in front of his fellow citizens. He had a similar a healthy figure, a painful commercial talent, combined with a sincere, heartfelt devotion to money, a small house with
gardens, a family grave in the cemetery, a somewhat enlightened and unconvincing church, an appropriate respect for God and power, and a blind submission of the Echerian gebots of bourgeois decency. He drank pods, but he was never drunk. He also did some imperfect things, but he never took them beyond what was officially allowed. He scolded poor
people, poor people scolded. He was a member of a civil association and every Friday took part in bowling in the Eagle, as well as on each baking day, as well as in the preparations and soups of mozel. He smoked cheap cigars at work, a thinner variety at the table and on Sundays. His inner life was the life of a philistine. What he possessed in
temperament, for example, has long become dusty and consisted of nothing more than a traditional, naked feeling of family, pride in his own son and a casual gift mood against the poor. His mental abilities did not go beyond the innate, strictly defined cunning and arithmetic. His reading was limited to the newspaper, and in order to satisfy his need for artistic
pleasures, the annual performance of the lover of the Civic Association and in the period between the visit to the circus was enough. He could swap names and apartments with any neighbor without anything else. He also shared the deepest depth of his soul, sleepless distrust of every supreme power and personality, and instinctive hostility grown out of
envy against all the unreasonable, free, subtle, spiritual. Enough of it. But this man had a lonely boy, and that's the way it is. Hans Gibenrat was, without a doubt, a gifted child; it was enough to see him as fine and separate he ran between others. The small nest of the Black Forest had no other such figures, he was never a man from there who would have a
look and effect beyond the narrowest. God knows where the boy had serious eyes and washed his forehead and fine in the aisle. Maybe from my mother? She was dead for years, and nothing noticeable was seen about her in her life, except that she was eternally sick and distressed. My father wasn't considered. So, the mysterious spark really jumped from
above into the old nest, which for eight to nine centuries has created so many capable citizens, but never had talent or genius. A modern-day trained observer would take care of a weak mother and a state Remembering the family, we can talk about the hypertrophy of the intellect as a symptom of the onset of degeneration. But the city was so happy not to
accept people of this kind, and only the younger and cunning among officials and school teachers had an uncertain customer of the existence of a modern man through magazine articles. It was still possible to live and get an education there without knowing the speeches of zaratustra; marriages were strong and often happy, and all life had a terminally old-
fashioned habit. Warm, wealthy citizens, some of whom have become artisans in the last twenty years, took off their hats and searched for their business, but among themselves called them hunger strikers and scribes. Strangely enough, however, they had no great ambition but to let their sons learn and become civil servants. Unfortunately, this has almost
always remained a beautiful, unrealized dream; because the offspring basically came through the Latin school with only great moans and repeated sitting. There was no doubt about Hans Gibenrat's talent. Teachers, rector, neighbors, parish priest, classmates and all admitted that the boy was a beautiful head and in general something special. Thus, its
future has been determined and determined. For in the Swabian lands there is only one narrow way for gifted boys, their parents must be rich: through the country's examination of seminary, from there to the Abbey of Tubingen, and from there either to the pulpit or to the catechon. Year after year, three to four dozen sons of the country enter this calm, safe
path, a thin, revised new affirmation to go through various areas of humanistic knowledge at the expense of the state and eight or nine years later take the second, usually more part of their life path, on which they must pay the state benefits. In a few weeks, Landexamen was to be held again. This is the name of the annual Hekatombe, in which the state
chooses the spiritual flower of the country and for the duration of the sighs, prayers and wishes of numerous families is sent to the capital, on the lap of which the trial is held. Hans Gibenrat was the only candidate the city thought to send to an awkward contest. The honor was great, but it was by no means in vain. School hours, which lasted up to four hours
each day, were accompanied by an additional lesson of The Greek language with the rector, at six years the priest was so kind as to give a re-lesson in Latin and religion, and twice a week after lunch there was an hour-long training with a math teacher. In Greek, irregular words of the time were followed mainly based on the variety of references of the
sentences to be expressed in the particles. In Latin it was necessary to be clear and concise in style and to know, in particular, many pro-zodian subtleties, in mathematics the main emphasis was on complex final calculations. The same, as the teacher has often pointed out, does not seem to have value for later studies and life, but only apparently. In fact,
they were very important, even more important than some basic subjects, because they train logical abilities and are the basis of all clear, sober and successful thinking. However, in order to avoid any mental overload and thus not the mind was forgotten and withered through mind exercises, Hans was allowed to attend the Confirmation Class every morning,
an hour before school began, where a refreshing touch of religious life permeated the youthful souls of the Brenzish Catechism and from stimulating memorization and recitation of questions and answers. Unfortunately, he withered this refreshing watch and deprived himself of their blessing. He secretly placed written notes in his catechism, Greek and Latin
dictionary or practical works, and devoted almost the entire hour to these secular sciences. But his conscience was not so dulled that he would not feel an awkward insecurity and a quiet sense of fear. When the dean approached him or even called his name, he shrugged his shoulders shyly every time, and when he had to give an answer, he had sweat on
his forehead and a rapid heartbeat. But the answers were impeccably correct, even in the debate, and the dean gave a lot to it. Tasks, writing or memorizing, repatriating and preparing, which accumulated from lesson to lesson during the day, can be completed late in the evening with the help of a trust lamplight at home. This quiet work, blessed with the
inner world to which the class leader gave a particularly profound and supportive effect, usually lasted only about ten hours on Tuesdays and Saturdays, but otherwise to eleven, twelve, and sometimes even more over it. The father grumbled a little about excessive oil consumption, but looked at it with pleasant pride. For any free time and on Sundays that are
the seventh part of our lives, reading some authors and repetitions of grammar that have not been read at school will be highly recommended. Of course, with measure, with measure! Walking once or twice a week is necessary and does wonders. In good weather you can also take a book outside - you'll see how easy and fun you can learn outdoors outside.
Head up at all! So Hans held his head as much as possible, used walks to learn from now on and walked quietly and scared off with a night face and blue-rimmed, tired eyes. What You Gibenrat; Will he pass? Said the class leader once rector . Will, will be, - shouted the rector. This is one of the most important events; just look at it, it looks directly spiritual.
Over the past eight days, spiritualization has become egregious. In the boy's beautiful, tender face, deep, restless eyes were burning with muddy embers, subtle, ghostly wrinkles shrugged on a beautiful forehead, and his already thin and shaggy hands and hands hung with tired grace resembling Botticelli. The time has come. Tomorrow morning he was to
go with his father to Stuttgart and show at the country exam whether he was worthy to enter through the narrow monastic gates of the seminary. He just made a farewell visit to the rector. Tonight, said the terrible ruler with unusual softness, there is nothing else to work with. Promise me. You have to compete absolutely fresh tomorrow in Stuttgart. Go for
another hour for a walk and then go to bed at times. Young people need to sleep. Hans was amazed to experience so much benevolence rather than a terrible amount of advice, and left school breathing ashaled. The great Kirchberglinden shone bored in the hot sunlight of the afternoon, in the market square both large fountains blazed and flashed, over the
irregular roof line to escape the nearby, blue-black mountain fir looked in. He had a headache, but today he didn't have to learn anything. Slowly he strolled through the market square, past the old town hall, through Marktgasse and past Messerschmead to the old bridge. There he strolled up and down for a while and finally sat down on a wide parapet. For
several weeks and months it passed here four times a day and had no view of the small chapel of the Gothic bridge, nor the river, nor the stellfall, the wind and the mill, not even the meadow for the bath and the grazing banks, where the area of one tanner lay next to the other, where the river stood deep, green and still like a lake and where stood curved , the
spiky branches of the willow hung in the water. Now he again came in to know how many half and whole days he spent here, how many times he swam and dived, paddled and fished here. Oh, fishing! He almost forgot and forgot about it, and last year he cried so bitterly when he was forbidden to do so, because of the exam work. Fishing! It was the most
beautiful thing in all these long school years. Standing in a thin willow shadow, almost the noise of the mill defense, the deep, calm waters! And a game of lights on the river, a gentle swaying long rod, the excitement of biting and pulling, and Strange joy when you hold a cool, cheeky, swaying fish in your hand! He pulled juicy carp, white fish and thorns, also
from the delicate veils and from the small, beautifully painted Elritzen. For a long time he looked at the water, and at the sight of the entire green corner of the river he became thoughtful and sad and felt the beautiful, free, wild joys of the boys so far behind. Mechanically, he pulled a piece of bread out of his pocket, made large and small balls out of it, threw
them into the water, watched them drown and fish. First came the tiny golden traps and blecken, greedily devoured small pieces and pushed the big ones with hungry snouts in a zigzag. Then a large white fish came slowly and cautiously, whose dark, wide back stood loose from the bottom, swam thoughtfully around the bread ball, and then allowed it to
disappear into a suddenly opened round mouth. From the sluggish water came a damp warm smell, a few bright clouds reflected fuzzyly in the green zone, a circular saw groaning at the mill, and both groans rustled in cold blood and stuck deeply at each other. The boy was thinking about confirming Sunday, which was recently and on which he caught
himself memorizing the Greek verb in the midst of solemnity and emotion. In other words, he has often been in the past, confusing his thoughts and always thinking about the previous or later rather than working before him at school. The exam can be good! Scattered, he got up from his seat and undecided where to go. He was horrified when a strong hand
grabbed his shoulder and a friendly male voice turned to him. Welcome to God, Hans, come with me? It was a master cobbler Flyg, with whom he sometimes held an evening lesson, but now no longer. Hans went and listened to the devout drinker without due attention. Fleig talked about the exam, wished the boy good luck and gave him courage, but the
ultimate goal of his speech was to indicate that such an exam was only something external and random. Falling through is not a shame, it can happen to the best, and if he is, let him remember that God has his own intentions with each soul and that he leads his own path. Hans has a very clear conscience towards man. He felt respect for him and his safe,
impressive character, but he heard so many jokes about the Clock Brothers and laughed at them, often against his better knowledge; moreover, he had to be ashamed of his cowardice, and for some time he almost anxiously avoided the cobbler because of his acute questions. Since he was the pride of his teachers and himself Master Fleig often looked at
him so funny and tried to humiliate him. The boy's soul gradually eluded the chiefs, for Hans was in the flower of the boy's deer and had beautiful scouts for every unpleasant touch of his self-awareness. Now he was walking next to the state seer, and he did not know how worried and kind he looked at him from above. In Kronengas, they met with a parish
priest. The shoemaker was greeted in measured and cold blood and suddenly hurried, because the parish priest was a new-fashioned man and stood in a plea that he did not even believe in the resurrection. He took the boy with him. How are you? He asked. You'll be glad it's time. Yes, I'm right. Well, hold on well! You know we all have hope for you. In
Latin, I expect you to make a special impact. But if I fall, Hans said sheepishly. Falling through? The clergyman stopped in shock. It's just impossible to get through. It's just not possible! Are these thoughts! I just think it might be... It can't, Hans, he can't; I'm quite reassured about that. Now say hello to me, your dad, and be brave. Hans took care of him; Then
he looked back at the cobbler. What did he say? Latin is not so important if you only have your heart in the right place and fear God. He had a good conversation. And now the city pastor! Before that, he was never seen when he failed. Pressed, he crept home and into a small, sloping garden. Here stood a rotten, long-unused garden shed; In it he made the
board stable and rabbits in it for three years. Last fall, he was taken away for examination. He's running out of time for distractions. He hasn't been to the garden in a while. The empty shed looked dilapidated, the stalactite group in the corner of the wall collapsed, a small wooden water wheel lying bent and broken next to a water pipe. He thought about the
time when he built and cut it all and enjoyed it. That was two years ago - an eternity. He took the wheel, bent over it, broke it completely and threw it over the fence. Fort with stuff that has been all and over for a long time. His high school friend August came to mind. He helped him build a water wheel and patch up the hare's shed. In the afternoon they played
here, shot from a slingshot, recreated cats, built tents and ate raw yellow beetroot for Vesper. But then the racks began, and August left school a year ago and became a mechanic's apprentice. Since then, he has shown himself only twice. Of course, even he didn't have time. Cloud Shadows Ran over the valley, the sun was already close to Bergrand. For a
moment the boy felt that he needed to throw himself and how much. Instead, he took a hand swipe out of the draw, swung it through the air with a thin intestine and cut the rabbit shed into a hundred pieces. Reiki scattered, nails bent crunch, a little rotten rabbit food, from last summer, came to light. He hit it all as if he could kill his homesickness after the
rabbits and after August, and after all the old eien children. Na na na, what are these things? my father exclaimed from the window. What are you doing? Firewood. He also gave no answer, but threw away the bite, ran across the yard into the lane and then upstream on the shore. Outside, next to the brewery, two rafts were connected. With this, he often
drove for hours, on a warm summer afternoon, from driving on water flapping between trunks at the same time aroused and euthanized. He jumped on loose, floating trunks, lay down on a pile of pastures and tried to imagine that the raft was already on its way, soon quickly, soon hesitantly driving past meadows, fields, villages and cool edges of the forest,
under bridges and raised parking traps, and he lay on it, and everything would be as usual, as he was still bringing rabbit food in the leather. Tired and dissatisfied, he came home for dinner. The father was very excited about the upcoming exam trip to Stuttgart and asked dozens of times if the books were packed if he had put a black suit ready, if he didn't
want to read grammar on the way if he felt comfortable. Hans gave short, biting answers, ate little and soon said good night. Good night, Hans. Sleep only good! So at six o'clock I'll wake you up tomorrow. Haven't you forgotten the lexicon? No, I haven't forgotten the lexicon. Good night! He sat for a long time without light on the stubble. Until now, it was the
only blessing that the history of exams had brought him - his own little room, in which he was a master and did not worry. Here, in the fight against fatigue, sleep and headaches, he scalded long evening hours about Caesar, Xenophon, grammar, dictionaries and math tasks, rigid, daring and ambitious, often close to despair. Here, however, he also had a few
hours that cost him more than all the lost boylusts, those few dreaming strange hours full of pride and intoxication and courage to win, in which he dreamed and dreamed of himself outside school, exams and all in a circle of higher beings. Then the cheeky, blessed idea gripped him that he was really something different and better than the thick baked, good-
natured companions and perhaps once out of it. height higher. Even now he breathed sin, as if there was a freer and cooler air in this stubble, sat on the bed and matured for several hours in his sleep, desires and hints. Slowly bright lids fell on his large, reworked eyes, opened again, blinked and fell again, the pale boy's head sank on his shaggy shoulder,
his thin arms stretched tired. He fell asleep in his clothes, and the quiet, motherly hand of sleep leveled the waves in the heart of his restless children and erased the little wrinkles on his beautiful forehead. It was outrageous. The rector made his own efforts to get to the station, despite the early hour. Mr. Giebenrath haunted in a black dress and could not
stand still with excitement, joy and pride; he nervously tripped over the rector in and around Hans, let himself wish the station board and all the railwaymen a good journey and good luck for his son's exams and soon had his small, hard suitcase in his left hand, soon in his right hand. He held the umbrella once under his arm, then clamped it between his
knees again, dropped it several times, and then dropped the suitcase each time to pick it up. I should have thought he was going to America, not Stuttgart with a return ticket. The son seemed calm, but the secret fear suffocated him in the throat. The train arrived and stopped, one got in, the rector waved his hand, his father lit a cigar, below in the valley the
city and the river disappeared. The journey was a torment for both of them. In Stuttgart, his father suddenly lived and began to become cheerful, affable and worldly; he was inspired by the bliss of a small town that had come to the residence for a few days. But Hans became quieter and more anxious, a deep calamity at the sight of the city; strange faces,
straining high, thundered houses, long, tedious paths, horse-drawn railroad tracks and street noise intimidated him and hurt him. They stayed with the aunt, and there were strange rooms, kindness and talk to the aunt, a long pointless sit and eternal applause to say the father pushed the boy completely to the ground. Stranger and lost, he squatted in the
room, and when he looked at the unfamiliar surroundings, the aunt and her city toilet, the big wallpaper, the clock, the pictures on the wall or through the window on the noisy street, he seemed completely devoted, and it seemed to him that he was away from home for eternity and completely forgot everything he had learned at present. In the afternoon he
wanted to take the Greek particles through again, but his aunt offered to walk. A moment before Hansen's inner gaze, something like a meadow green and forest broom appeared, and he happily agreed. Soon enough, he saw that walking here in the big city is also a different kind of fun than at home. He went alone with his aunt, as Dad was visiting the city.
Already on the stairs began suffering. On the ground floor, one encountered a fat, hopeful-looking lady, before whom the aunt made a kink and immediately began to communicate with great eloquence. The stop lasted more than a quarter of an hour. Hans stood beside him, clung to the railings of the stairs, smelled and groped the lady's dog, and slurredly
understood that he too was being talked about, because the foreign thickness looked at him repeatedly through the settings from top to bottom. As soon as one was then outside, the aunt entered the store and it took a while until she came back. Meanwhile, Hans stood shyly in the street, was pushed back by passers-by and mocked street boys. When my
aunt returned from the store, she gave him a bar of chocolate, and he thanked him politely, even though he didn't like chocolate. On the next corner you climbed the horsemeal railroad and now we went through the streets and again the streets under constant ringing in a crowded carriage until one finally reached the great avenue and garden. There ran a
fountain, flowering fenced ornamental beds and swam goldfish in a small artificial pond. They walked up and down, back and forth and in circles, between a swarm of other pedestrians, and saw many faces, elegant and other clothes, bicycles, ambulances and strollers, heard a tangle of voices and breathed warm, dusty air. Eventually, they sat on a bench
next to other people. The aunt talked about it almost all the time, now she sighed, smiled lovingly at the boy and asked him to eat chocolate now. He didn't want to. Oh, my God, aren't you going to get annoyed? Not just eating, eating! Then he pulled out his plate, dragged it for a while on silver paper, and finally bit off a very small piece. He doesn't like
chocolate, but he didn't dare tell his aunt. While he was still sowing and suffocating from the bite, his aunt found a friend among the crowd and ran away. Just sit here, I'm back. Hans took the opportunity to breathe and threw the chocolate away into the lawn. Then he shook his feet to the tact, stared at many people and seemed miserable. Eventually, he
began to speak irregular again, but to his mortal horror he knew almost nothing. Forget about everything! And tomorrow was Landexamen! My aunt came back and learned by now that there were one hundred and eighteen candidates for the national exam this year. But only thirty-six survived. Then the boy's heart fell completely into his pants, and he did not
say a word all the way home. He got headaches at home, didn't want to eat anything again, and was so desperate that his father turned it off, and that even his aunt found it unbearable. At night he slept soundly and deeply, haunted by horrific scenes of sleep. He found himself sitting on the exam with a hundred and seventeen companions, the examiner
soon looked at the parish priest at home, soon like his aunt, and piled mountains of chocolate in front of him, which he was to eat. And as he ate in tears, he saw the others standing around the other, disappearing through a small door. Everyone ate his mountain, but under his eyes he was getting bigger and bigger, a coul over a table and a bench, and
seemed eager to strangle him. The next morning, when Hans was drinking coffee and did not leave his watch out of sight, so as not to be late for the exam, he was remembered by many in his hometown. First from the cobbler Flyga; he said his prayer before the morning soup, the family, along with the apprentices and both disciples, stood in a circle around
the table, and to his usual early prayer the Master added today the words: Lord, hold your hand and above the disciple Hans Gibenrat, who enters the exam today, blesses and strengthens him, and may he become the right and courageous preacher of your divine name! and said to his wife at breakfast, Now Gibenratle goes to the exam. It becomes
something special; no one will know about it, and then it doesn't hurt that I joined him with Latin lessons. The class leader, before he started the lesson, told his students: Well, now the country exam starts in Stuttgart and we want to wish Giebenrath all the best. He doesn't need it, for such lazy furs as you, he puts his top ten in a bag. And students also
thought almost all of them, especially many who made bets on getting through or falling among themselves. And since heartfelt intercession and intimate engagement seem to be easy at long distances into the distance, Hans also felt that one thought of him at home. Although he entered the examination room with a rapid heartbeat, accompanied by his
father, he followed Famulus's instructions sheepishly and frightened and looked back in a large room filled with pale boys like a criminal in a torture chamber. But when the professor came, offered calmness and dictated the text in the Latin style of exercise, Hans found the same ridiculously easy. He quickly and almost hilariously made his concept and then
wrote it thoughtfully and cleanly in the net and was one of the first to deliver his work. Although he then missed his way to his aunt's house and wandered the hot streets of the city for two hours, it did not seriously disturb his newly discovered balance; he was even glad The aunt and father escaped for a while, and wandering through the strange, noisy
residential streets felt like a brave adventurer. When he finally had trouble asking for himself and found his way home, he was faced with questions. How was it all? What was it like? Have you managed to do your job? It was easy, he said proudly, I could translate that into fifth grade. And he ate with honest hunger. He had a second day. Dad was dragging
him with family and friends. In one of them they found a shy boy in black clothes, who came from Goppingen to pass the national exam. The boys were left on their own devices and looked at each other sheepishly and curiously. How does The Latin Job feel to you? Easy, isn't it? Hans asked. Huge light. But it is only casus, in light of the works you do most
carvers. You're not watching. And the hidden traps will be there. Do you mean? Of course. The Lords aren't that stupid. Hans became a little frightened and became thoughtful. Then he pre-asked: Do you still have a text there? Another brought his brochure, and now they did all the work together, word for word. Goepinger seemed exquisite In Latin, at least
he used grammar names twice, which Hans had never heard of before. What do you think will happen tomorrow? Greek and essays. Goepinger then asked how many exam Indians had come from Hansen's school. No, Hans said, just me. There are three of them, and they are expected to be among the first. Last year, Primus was also a Goepinger. - Do you
go to the gymnasium if you fall to the end? There was never any talk of it. I do not know... No, I don't think so. So? I'm definitely learning, even if I fall now. Then my mother will let me go to Ulm. Hans was very unflappable about it. He was also frightened of the twelve Goppingers with three fully geshes. He was never seen again. At home he sat down and
took the verb again on mi. In Latin, he was not afraid at all, he felt safe. But with the Greek, he was peculiar. He liked it, he almost raved about it, but only for reading. Especially Xenophon was so beautiful and nimble and freshly written, everything sounded fun, beautiful and strong and had a lively, free spirit, also everything was easy to understand. But as
soon as he converted to grammar or was to be translated from German to Greek, he felt lost in a labyrinth of contradictory rules and forms and felt almost as terrible shy as in the first lesson, when he did not even use the Greek alphabet. Could. On the day of the change came really Greek in turn and then a German essay. The Greek work was quite long
and not at all easy, the subject of the essay was delicate and may be misunderstood. From ten o'clock in the hall became hot and hot. Hans was not a good pen and spoiled two sheets of paper until the Greek work was written in its purest form. On the essay, he was in the greatest trouble of the brazen lateral, who shoved a sheet of paper with a question
and pushed him to answer through the ribs of shards. Traffic with neighbors on the bank was strictly prohibited and relentlessly led to exclusion from the exam. Trembling with fear, he wrote on the note: Leave me alone and turned your back to the questionnaire. It was so hot, too. Even the professor of supervision, who was walking out of the room
persistently and evenly and did not rest for a minute, several times cornered his face with a bagged cloth. Hans sweated in his thick confirmation suit, got headaches and finally gave the bows rather unfortunate, with the feeling that they were full of mistakes, and that the exam was now probably over. At the table he did not say a word, but shrugged his
shoulders at all the questions and made the face like a criminal. The aunt was comforted, but her father became upset and became uncomfortable. After the meal he unslinked the boy into the next room and tried to ask him again. It all went bad, Hans said. Why don't you take the snake? You can also come together, devil! Hans was silent, and when his
father began to scold, he blushed and said: You do not understand anything about Greek! The worst part was that he had to go orally at two o'clock. Before that, he was most afraid. On the way along the hot city road he became quite unhappy, and he could hardly see out of sight from grief and fear and dizziness. For ten minutes he sat in front of three
gentlemen at a large green table, translated several Latin sentences, and answered the questions asked. For ten minutes he sat in front of three other gentlemen, translated Greek and asked for all kinds of things again. In the end, the irregularly educated aarrist wanted to know about him, but he did not give an answer. You can go, there, the door on the
right. He went, but the arist came to his head at the door. He stopped. Go, he shouted, Go! Or are you uncomfortable? No, but the arist has come to mind now. He called him into the room, saw one of the gentlemen laughing and falling off his burning head. Then he tried to remember the questions and his answers, but everything got mixed up for him. He saw
only again and again the large, green surface of the table, three old, serious masters in skirts, an open book and his trembling hand placed on it. God, what answers could he give! As he walked through the streets, he came as if he had been here for a few weeks and could never leave. The image of his father's garden, tan-blue mountains, fishing places on
the river seemed to him something very distant, once noticed a long time ago. Oh, if he's going to go home today! It didn't matter on the left, the exam was unsuccessful anyway. He bought himself a wake-up milk and drove around all a battered day, only not to talk to his father. When he finally got home, they were worried about him, and because he looked
exhausted and miserable, they gave him egg soup and sent him to sleep. Tomorrow came arithmetic and religion, after which he could leave again. Everything went pretty well the next morning. Hans felt it was a bitter irony that he excelled today after being so unlucky in the main themes yesterday. One thing now is just gone, home! The exam is over, now
we can go home,' he told his aunt. His father still wanted to stay there today. They wanted to go to Cannstatt and have a coffee in the spa. But Hans pleaded so much pleading that his father let him leave alone today. He was taken on a train, picked up, kissed and had something to eat from his aunt, and now drove home exhausted and thoughtless lyris
through the green hills. It was only when the blue-black spruce mountains appeared that the boy received a sense of joy and redemption. He was looking forward to the old maid, his baby, the rector, the usual lower school rooms and all that. Fortunately, there were no curious acquaintances at the station, and he was able to sneak home with his parcel. Is it
beautiful to the west in Stuttgart? Old Anna asked. Beautiful? Do you think the exam is something beautiful? I'm just glad I'm back. My father will come only tomorrow. He drank a bowl of fresh milk, brought in bath pants hanging in front of the window and ran away, but not to the meadow where everyone else had their bathrooms. He went far from the city to
the Libra, where water flows deep and slowly between the tall bushes. There he undressed, put his hand down and groped his foot in the cool water, shuddered a little, and then rushed into the river with a rapid fall. Slowly floating against the weak current, he felt sweat and fear of those last days, gliding away from himself, and while his slender body cooled
the river, his soul took possession of a beautiful homeland with new lust. He swam faster, rested, swam again and felt the tension from the pleasant coolness and fatigue. Lying on his back, he allowed himself to drift again downstream, listened to the subtle rumble of evening flies, swarmed in golden circles, saw later the sky, cut by small, fast swallows and
sparkled from the already disappearing sun behind the mountains. When he in clothes and strolling home dreamily, the valley was already full of shadows. He walked past the garden of the merchant Sackman, where he once stole an immature plum with several other immature plums, like a very small boy. And in Kirchner's Room Square, where there were



white spruce beams, under which he always found earthworms for fishing. He also walked past the home of Inspector Geler, whose daughter Emma he wanted to make a farm on ice two years ago. She was the smallest and most elegant schoolgirl in town, the same age as him, and for a while he wanted nothing more than to talk to her or shake her hand. It
never happened, he became too energetic. She has since been sent to a boarding house and he barely knew what she looked like. But these boy stories came to mind again, as if from afar, and they had such strong colors and such a strange ignorant smell as none of them had experienced since. These were still times when the evening's Liese Naschold
one sat in the gates of the path, peeled potatoes and listened to stories when on Sundays in the early hours of Sunday, with his trousers rolled up and with a bad conscience, one went to a crab or gold trap catch on the underwehr, in order to get beaten by his father sweat in a soaked Sunday dress! There have been so many mysterious and strange things
and people at the time that he hasn't thought for a long time! A shoe girl with a crooked neck, a straw meyer who was known for sure that he had poisoned his wife, and the enterprising Mr. Beck, who crossed the entire ofracht with sticks and snaps and whom they are said to be a gentleman, because he was once a rich man and possessed four horses with
his gear. Hans knew nothing more than their names and grimly felt that this obscure, small alley was lost to him, without anything alive and worth experiencing, sing instead. Since he was still on vacation the next day, he slept in the morning and enjoyed his freedom. At noon he took his father, who was still blessed with all the pleasures of Stuttgart. If you
have passed, you can wish for something, he said in good spirits. Think about it! No, no, the boy sighed, I'm sure I failed. Stupid things, what are you going to do? Wish you something, but he repents. I love fishing again during the holidays. Can I? Well, you can if he passed the exams. The next day, on Sunday, there was a thunderstorm and rain, and Hans
sat for hours reading and pondering in his room. He reviewed his performances in Stuttgart again and came to the conclusion time and time again that he was unlucky and might have done much better. It won't be enough to survive. Stupid headache! growing fear squealed him, and eventually serious concern drove him to his father. You, father! What do you
want? Something to ask. Out of desire. I'd rather let the fishing stay. So why now again? Because I... Oh, I wanted to ask if I could... Get out of it, it's a comedy! So what? Will I be allowed to go to school if I get there? Mr. Gibenrat was silent. A what? High school? Then he broke free. Do you go to school? Who put that in your head? No one. I mean the only
way. The fear of death was on his face. His father didn't see him. Go, go, he said reluctantly, laughing. It's excessive tension. To the gymnasium! You think I'm a commercial adviser. He waved so hard that Hans abandoned him and came out in despair. It's a boy! He grumbled behind him. No, something like that! Now he even wants to go to school! Yes,
prosit, you burn yourself. Hans sat on the windowsill for half an hour, sat on freshly cleaned floorboards and tried to imagine what it would be like if it were really anything with seminary and high school and study. You would put him as an apprentice in a cage shop or bureau and he would be one of the usual poor people whom he despised and absolutely
wanted to go beyond. His beautiful, intelligent student face turned into a grimace full of anger and sadness; Angry, he jumped up, spit it out, grabbed the Latin textbook, and threw the book with all his might to the next wall. Then he ran out in the rain. He returned to school early Monday morning. How are you? The rector asked, squealing with his hand. I
thought you were going to come to me yesterday. What was it like in the exam? What's going on? Did you feel bad? I think so. Well, patience! The old gentleman comforted. The Stuttgart report is likely to be coming this morning. The morning was awfully long. There was no report, and at dinner Hans could scarcely swallow with inner sobs. In the afternoon,
when he came to class at two o'clock, the class leader was already there. Hans Gibenrat, he shouted aloud. Hans stepped forward. The teacher serenely had it. Congratulations, Gibenrat. You passed the country exam as the second. There was a solemn silence. The door opened, and the rector intervened. Congratulations. Well, what are you saying now?
The boy was completely paralyzed with surprise and joy. Well, you don't say anything? If I had known that, he said, then I could have become a prima. Now go home, said the rector, and tell your father. You don't need to go to school now, after eight days the holidays start anyway. The boy went outside dizzy, saw the limes standing and the market lay in the
sun, all as usual, but all and more meaningful and joyful. He's gone! And he was second! When the first storm of joy came to an end, it was filled with a fervent sense of gratitude. Now he didn't have to avoid the parish priest. Now he can learn! Now he no longer had to be afraid of Kesladen or the Office! And now he was able to fish again. My father was
standing at the front door when he got home. What's going on? He asked a little. Not so much. I was fired from school. A what? Why then? Because I'm a seminarian now. Yes, sackerlot, have you passed? Hans nodded. Ok? I was second. The old man didn't expect that. He knew nothing to say, constantly patting his son on the shoulder, laughing and
shaking his head. Then he opened his mouth to say something. But he said nothing, he just shook his head again. Stormy weather! He was finally crying. And again: Thunderweather! Hans broke into the house, the stairs and the attic, tore the cupboard in an empty attic, crawled on it and pulled out all sorts of boxes and bundles of laces and cork pieces. It
was his fishing rod. Now he had to cut out a good rod. He went down to his father. Daddy, lend me your bag of knife! What? I have to cut the bark to fish. My father reached for his pocket. There, he said, beaming and magnificent, there are two stamps, you can buy your own knife. But don't go to Hanfried, but to the knives. Now it was in a gallop. The
knifeman asked for an exam, got to hear the good news and gave an extra good knife. Downstream, under the Bridge of Bruchel, stood beautiful, slender alders and brown trees, where he cut a flawless, hard elastic rod after a long selection and hurried home. With a red face and shiny eyes, he went on a joyful work of fishing equipment, which was almost
as dear to him as the fishing itself. He sat over it all day and evening. White, brown and green cords have been sorted, awkwardly studied, corrected and released from some old knots and confusion. Cork pieces and feather keels of all shapes and sizes have been tried or re-carved, small pieces of lead of various scales hammered into balls and cut, for
weighing cords. Then came the fishing hooks, of which there was still a small reserve. They were attached partially to a four-seater black thread, partly to the residual intestinal string, partly to the twisted cords of horse hair. By the evening everything was ready, and Hans was now sure that he would not be bored during the long seven weeks of vacation,
because with a fishing rod he could spend whole days alone on the water. Chapter Two It's like summer vacations should be! Over the mountains entian blue sky, for a few weeks a bright hot day another, only occasionally severe, short thunderstorm. The river, though it has its way through so many sandstone rocks and fir shadows and narrow valleys, was
so warm that one could still swim late at night. Around town was a heuund akhmmerug, a narrow strip of a few corn bakers turned yellow and golden brown, on streams of white-flowered, pure-like plants whose flowers umbrella shaped and always covered with tiny beetles and from which hollow stems can cut flutes and pipes. At the edges of the forest long
rows of woolly, yellow-flowered, majestic royal candles, rich willow and willow frogs swayed on their slender, hard stems and covered the whole slopes in purple red. Inside the spruce was a tall, steep red finger hat with silver-haired wide roots, a strong stem and high, beautifully red bowl colors. Also, lots of mushrooms: red, glowing fly-sponge, fat, wide
porcini mushroom, adventurous fencing, red, vicious coral fungus; and the strangely colorless, painful feisty ate asparagus. On numerous headigen rains between the forest and the meadow flashed a hard broom, then there were long, purple-red ribbons of Erika, then the meadows themselves, mostly already facing the second cuts, foam grasses, light
carnations, sage, scabiosen, overgrown with color. In the deciduous forests book fins sang non-stop, in the spruce forest fox-red squirrels ran on tops, in rains, walls and dry ditches breathed and flickered green lizards pleasantly in the warmth, and on the meadows sounded high, crushing, never tired of cicada songs. The city made a very rural impression
around this time; Hay wagons, the smell of hay and sending mouths filled the streets and air; if it weren't for the two factories, you'd think it was in the village. Early in the morning of the first day of the holiday, Hans stood impatiently in the kitchen and waited for coffee when old Anna barely got up. He helped break the fire, brought bread from the pool, quickly
broke down on the coffee, cooled with fresh milk, put the bread in his pocket and ran away. He stopped on the upper railway embankment, pulled a round tin box out of his pocket and began to diligently catch locusts. The railway passed - not during the storm, because the line rises there extremely, but beautifully comfortable, with noisy windows open and
several passengers, allowing a long, cheerful flag of smoke and steam to flutter behind. He took care of her and watched as the whitish smoke swirled and soon lost himself in the sunny, early clean air. How long has he not seen it all! He took a great breath as if he wanted to catch up twice with a lost wonderful time and once again be a completely indifferent
and carefree little boy. His heart pounded in front of him The delight and spirit of the hunter-gatherer as he walked across the bridge and through the gardens in Gaulsgumpen, the deepest part of the river, with a box of locusts and a new fishing stick. There was a place where, leaning against the trunk of the willow, you could fish more comfortably and calmly
than anywhere else. He unwrapped the cord, put a small grain of the shot at him, mercilessly lashed the saucy locusts on the hook, and threw the rod wide swing towards the middle of the river. An old, famous game began: a small blouse in droves swarming around the bait and trying to get it off the hook. Soon it was eaten, the second locusts came in turn,
and the other, and the fourth and fifth. All the more meticulously he attached it to the hook, eventually weighing the cord with another grain of shot, and now the first decent fish tried the bait. He pulled it out a little bit, let him go, tried again. Now it's a bit - a good angler feels it's twitching through the cord and sticking in his fingers! Hans made an artificial spurt
and began to pull very carefully. The fish sat, and when it became visible, Hans recognized the red eye. They are immediately known on a wide, white-yellow shimmering body, on a triangular head and especially with the beautiful, flesh-red approach of the abdominal fins. How hard does he think it's going to be? But before he could appreciate it, the fish took
a desperate blow, swirling anxiously across the surface of the water and escaping. He was still seen turning into the water three or four times and then disappearing into the depths like a silver lightning bolt. He was badly bitten. In the angler the excitement and passionate attention of the hunt awoke. His gaze hung sharply and unattached on the thin brown
cord where he touched the water, his cheeks were flushed, his movements scarce, fast and safe. The second red eye bit and went out, then a small carp, for which it was almost sorry, then three cresser in a row. The Christers especially pleased him because his father loved to eat them. They have a thick, small-scale body, a thick head with a white beard,
small eyes and a slender belly. The color is between green and brown and plays in steel blue when the fish comes to shore. By now the sun had rising, the foam on the upper evening was snow-white, the warm air was trembling over the water, and when you looked up, you could see a few tame sizes, dazzling clouds standing over Muckberg. It got hot.
Nothing expresses the warmth of a clean summer day as much as a few quiet little clouds that stand still and are white at half the height of blue and so filled with light and soaked that you can't look at them for long. Without them, you would often not even notice how hot it is, not in the blue sky or on the brilliance of the river mirror, but once you have a few
The ball around the world suddenly felt the burning of the sun, looking at the shadow and riding his hand on the wet forehead. Hans gradually paid less attention to the fishing rod. He's a little tired, and anyway, around noon, you get nothing. The white fish, also the oldest and largest, comes around this time to sunbathe. They dreamily float in large dark
movements upstream, close to the surface, sometimes suddenly frighten for no apparent reason and do not go on any rods in these hours. He allowed the cord to hang over a branch of pasture into the water, sat down on the ground and looked at the green river. Slowly the fish came up, the dark back around the other appeared on the surface - quiet, slowly
floating, composed of warm and enchanted features. They could be comfortable in warm water! Hans took off his boots and let his feet hang in the water, which was quite warm on the surface. He looked at the caught fish, which swam in a large irrigation and only occasionally smouldered quietly. How beautiful they were! White, brown, green, silver, matte
gold, blue and other colors shone on the scales and fins with each movement. It was very quiet. As soon as you could hear the sound of cars traveling on the bridge, even the rattle of the mill was only very faintly heard here. Only the constant soft noise of the white weir sounded calm, cool and sleepy down and on the raft piles a quiet, bubbling sound of
pulling water. Greek and Latin, grammar and style, arithmetic and memorization, and all the excruciating fuss of a long, restless, torn year, quietly sank in a sleepy warm hour. Hans had a slight headache, but not as much as usual, and now he could sit by the water again, saw the foam sprayed on the weir, blinked after the line, and next to him the caught fish
swam in a jug. It was so delicious. In between, he suddenly realized that he had passed the country exam and finished second, and he clapped his feet in the water, put both hands in his pockets and began to whistle the melody. He couldn't whistle properly, it was an old grief and had already mocked him enough from his classmates. He could only do it
through his teeth and only quietly, but for home use it was enough, and now no one heard him. Others are now in school and had geography, only he was free and fired. He overtook them, they were now under it. They tormented him enough, because, except for August, he had no friendship and real joy in their brawls and games. So now they could take
care of him, dacts, thick heads. He despised them so much that he stopped whistling for a moment to forgive his mouth. Then rolled cord and had to laugh because there was no more fiber from the bait on the hook. The locusts left in the box were released and crawled dazed and unfunny into the short grass. Next door in the red tannery it was already noon;
It's time to go to dinner. I don't think a word was said at the dinner table. Did you catch something? My father asked. Five grand. An egg like this? Well, just make sure you don't catch the old man, otherwise there won't be any more boys afterwards. No more entertainment. It was so warm. And it was so unfortunate that you weren't allowed to go to the
bathroom right after the meal. Why, really? It's not good! Has something to do with the harmful; Hans knew this better, he left often enough, despite the ban. But now never, he was too old for the unkind. God, they told him you did the exam! After all, it was good to lie in the garden near Rottanna for an hour. There were enough shadows, and it was possible
to read or observe butterflies. So he was there for two hours, and little was missing, so he'd fall asleep. But now to the bathroom! Only a few little boys were in the bath meadow, all the big ones were sitting in school, and Hans gave them away from the bottom of his heart. Slowly he took off his clothes and climbed into the water. He was able to enjoy the
warmth and cooling alternately; Soon he swam the piece and dived and smouldered, soon he lay belly on the shore and felt the sun shining on the quick drying of the skin. The little boys crept around him respectfully. Yes, he's become a celebrity. And he looked so different from the others. On a thin, tanned neck sat a thin head with a spiritual face and
higher eyes. By the way, he was very skinny, narrow and tender, on his chest and back you could count his ribs, and he had almost no calves. Most of the day it drifted between the sun and water. After four hours, most of his class came out in a hurry and noisy. Oh, Gibenrat! You're fine now. He held out himself comfortably, it's on, yes. When should you go
to seminary? Only in September. Now it's a vacancy. He was jealous. He didn't even touch it when there was a mockery in the background, and someone sang a verse: If I'm not au so h't like Schulze Lisabeth! Leith's in Doug's in bed, so Han I'm clean. He just laughed. Meanwhile, the boys undressed. One of them jumped fresh into the water, the others
cooled gently, some lay down a little in the grass beforehand. A good diver was admired. The frightened man was pushed into the water and shouted at Mordio. They chased each other, ran and swam, splashed dry bathers in the ground. The chatter and screams were magnificent, and the whole width of the river beamed bright, wet, bare bodies. An hour
later, Hans left. The warm evening hours came where The fish bites again. Before lunch, he was fishing on the bridge and fishing without anything. The fish were greedy for the fishing line, every moment the bait was eaten, but nothing got stuck. He had cherries on the hook, apparently too big and too soft. He decided to try later. At dinner he learned that
there were many acquaintances to congratulate. And he was shown today's weekly newspaper, there was a note under official: This time our city sent only one candidate, Hans Gibenrat, to the entrance exam to the lower theological seminary. To our delight, we just found out that he passed the test as a second . He folded the sheet, put it in his pocket and
said nothing, but was full of pride and joy to jump. After that, he went fishing again. As bait, he took a few pieces of cheese with him this time; which tastes of fish and are clearly visible to them at dusk. He left the fishing rod standing and took only a very simple manual fishing. It was his favorite fish: to hold the cord without a stick and without a swimmer in his
hand, so that the whole line consisted only of a leash and a hook. It was a little more tedious, but much funnier. One mastered every little movement of the bait, felt every taste and bite and could observe the fish in the twitching leash, as if one had seen them in front of them. Of course, this way of fishing wants to be understood, you have to have smart
fingers and watch out like a spy. In the narrow, deeply carved and winding valley of the river, the twilight came early. The water lay black and still under the bridge, in the lower mill was already light. Chat and chants ran across bridges and alleys, the air was a little sultry, and in the river every moment a dark fish jumped up with a short stroke. On such
evenings, the fish are strangely excited, shoot back and forth zigzags, throw themselves into the air, crash into the line and blindly fall on the bait. When the last piece of cheese is consumed, Hans pulled out four fewer carp; he wanted to bring them to the parish priest tomorrow. Warm winds ran down the valley. It was very dark, but the sky was still light. Of
the entire dark city, only the church tower and the roof of the castle rose black and sharp to a bright height. In the distance he had to rattle somewhere, sometimes he heard a gentle, distant thunder. When Hans sat down in bed at ten o'clock, he was pleasantly tired and sleepy in his head and limbs as he had been for a long time. A long series of beautiful,
free summer days lay soothing and tempting in front of him, days of wandering, baiting, succumbing to temptation, dreaming. Only one of them angered him that he was not entirely the first. Early in the morning, Hans stood in the ears of the town's parish house and delivered his fish. Teh came from his office. Oh, Hans Gibenrat! Good morning!
Congratulations, congratulations from the bottom of my heart. What's your got there? I caught it yesterday. Look, look! Thank you. But come. Hans entered the office, he was well known to him. It didn't look like a parish and a parochial. It smelled of no flower sticks, no tobacco. An impressive collection of books has revealed almost new, cleanly painted and
gilded backs rather than shot, curves, worm sewn and stick-painted volumes that are usually found in parochial libraries. Those who looked more closely also noticed a new spirit in the titles of well-ordered books, other than the one that lived in the old-fashioned venerable lords of the dying generation. The honorary works of the parish library, Bengel,
Etinger, Steinhofer and the pious singers of songs that Murique so beautifully sings in Turmhan were absent here or disappeared in many contemporary works. In general, including magazine folders, a standing table and a large sheet strewn table looked learned and serious. It seemed that a lot of work was being done here. And there was a lot of work done,
but not only on sermons, catechists and Bible lessons, if you do not do research and articles for scientific journals and preliminary studies of their own books. Dreamy mysticism and ignorant grumbling was banished from this place, and the naive theology of the heart was also banished, which, through the splendor of science, leans towards the soul of thirsty
people in love and pity. Instead, criticism of the Bible was summoned with zeal and sought out the historical Christ. This is no different in theology than in other places. There is one theology that is art and another that science or at least seeks to be it. It is an old, unequal struggle between criticism and creativity, science and art, in which it is always right, no
one serves, but repeatedly throws out the seeds of faith, love, comfort and beauty and eternity and finds good ground over and over again. For life is stronger than death, and faith is stronger than doubt. For the first time, Hans sat on a small leather sofa between the standing table and the window. The parish priest was very friendly. He talked very much
about seminary and how to live and learn there. The most important thing, he said at the end, is the introduction to neitastamental Greek. A new world, rich in work and joy, will come to you. In the beginning, the language will bother you it is no longer a Greek loft, but a new idiom created by a new spirit. Hans listened attentively and proudly approached true
science. Introducing the school into this new world, the parish priest continued, certainly takes away a bit of magic from her. In addition, Hebrew may be too one-sided in seminary. If you feel like it, we could make a small start during these holidays. In seminary, you'll be happy to save time and energy for others. We could read a few chapters of Luke together
and you would learn the language almost playon on the side. I can lend you a dictionary. You'd put an hour, no more than two, on it every day. Of course not, because first of all you must now have your well-deserved rest. Of course, this is just a suggestion - I don't want to spoil you with a wonderful sense of celebration with it. Hans, of course, agreed.
Although Luke's hour seemed to him a light cloud in the cheerful blue sky of his freedom, he was ashamed to refuse. And learning a new language during the holidays was, of course, more fun than work. In any case, he had a quiet fear of many new things to learn in seminary, especially Hebrew. Not unsatisfied he left the parish priest and slammed his way
up the larch's way into the woods. A little displeasure had already disappeared, and the more he thought about it, the more acceptable it seemed to him. For he knew it well that he had to work even more ambitiously and persistently in seminary if he wanted to leave his comrades behind. And that's what he wanted to do. Why, really? He didn't know that. For
three years he was brought to his attention by a teacher, parish priest, father and, in particular, the rector stimulated him and incited him and kept him in his breath. All this time, from class to class, he was an undisputed prima. And now he has gradually put his own pride in being on top and not tolerating anyone near him. And the stupid fear of exams is over.
Of course, the holiday was actually the most beautiful thing. How extraordinarily beautiful the forest was again in these morning hours when there was a walker in it except him! The pillar behind the column stood rotting, an endless hall arched in teal. There was a little undergrowth, only there and there was a thick crimson scrub, but the hour-long, soft, fluffy
moss floor consisted of lower blueberries and Erica. The dew has already dried up, and between the bolt-straight trunks, a peculiar forest morning swarm that, mixed with the sun's warmth, dew, the smell of moss and the smell of resin, needles and mushrooms, swayed flatteringly with light anesthesia for all senses. Hans threw himself into the moss, grazing
dark, tightly covered black berry bushes, hammer woodpecker in the trunk and call a jealous cuckoo. Between the black and dark spruce crowns the sky looked impeccably dark blue, in the distance thousands and thousands of vertical trunks crowded together in a serious brown wall, here and there the yellow sunpot lay warm and richly shining in the moss.
In fact, Hans wanted to take a big walk, at least to Lutzeler Hof or Crocus Meadow. Now he lay in moss, ate blueberries and was sluggish in the air. He began to amaze him that he was so tired. In the past, he had n, a three-hour or four-hour walk. He decided to stand up and march a good piece. And he walked a few hundred steps. There he lay again, he
did not know how he came, in moss and rested. He was left lying, his gaze flashing through trunks and apples and on green ground. That this air is so tired! When he returned home around noon, he had a headache again. His eyes also hurt him, and on the forest path the sun dazzled so heillos. Half a day he sat in the house, dissatisfied, only when he
bathed he got fresh again. It's time to go to the parish priest. On the way, the cobbler Fleig, sitting on a three-way window of his workshop, saw him and called him. Where, my son? You'll never see you again? Now I have to become a city pastor. Still? The exam is over. Yes, now comes something else. New Testament. Namely, the New Testament is written
in Greek, but again in a completely different Greek language than what I have learned. That's what I have to learn now. The shoemaker pushed the cap away into his neck and pulled his big grumpy head together to make thick wrinkles. He sighed heavily. Hans, he said softly, I'll tell you something. So far I have been silent, because of the exam, but now I
have to warn you. You should know that the parish priest is an unbeliever. He will tell you and pretend that the Scriptures are false and false, and if you read the New Testament with him, you yourself have lost faith and do not know how. But, Mr. Fleig, it's just Greek. In seminary I have to learn it anyway. That's what you're saying. But these are two things,
whether you are studying the Bible with pious and conscientious teachers, or with someone who no longer believes in dear God. Yes, you don't know if he really doesn't believe in him. Yes, Hans, you know. But what do I do? I've already made it clear to him that I'm coming. Then you have to come that not to mention. But when he says such things about the
Bible that it is human work and deceitful and not introduced by the Holy Spirit, then you come to me and we talk about it. Do you want? Yes, Mr. Fleig. But it certainly won't be that bad. You will be think of me! The parish priest was not at home yet, and Hans had to wait in his office. Looking at the golden titles of the books, the speeches of the master cobbler
gave him a thought. He had heard such statements about the city pastor and the new-fashioned clergy in general. But now, for the first time, he felt drawn into these things with excitement and curiosity. They were not as important and terrible as the cobbler, but had the opportunity to penetrate the old, great secrets. In the earlier years of school years,
questions about the ubiquity of God, the location of souls, the devils and hell caused him fantastic grumblings here and there, but all this fell asleep in the last strict and hard-working years, and his school Christian faith only occasionally awakened to some personal life in conversations with the shoemaker. He had to smile when comparing him to a parish
priest. The boy could not understand the firmness of the cobbler acquired in the bitter years, and by the way, Fleig was a clever but simple and one-sided man, ridiculed by many for his piety. At the Meetings of the Clock Brothers, he appeared as a strict fraternal judge and formidable interpreter of Scripture, and also spent his hours of edification in the
villages, but otherwise he was just a small artisan and limited, like everyone else. The parish priest, on the other hand, was not only an experienced, well-spoken man and preacher, but also a diligent and strict scholar. Hans looked awe at the bookshelves. The parish priest came soon, changed his dress with a light black jacket at home, gave the student a
Greek text edition of the Gospel of Luke and asked him to read. This was very different from the Latin clock. They read only a few sentences, which were translated with awkward literality, and then the teacher, drinking from imperceptible examples deftly and eloquently the peculiar spirit of this language, told about the time and manner of the book's creation
and in the only hour gave the boy a completely new concept of learning and reading. Hans got an idea of the mysteries and challenges hidden in every verse and word, of how thousands of scholars, grumblings and explorers have tried to answer these questions since ancient times, and it seemed to him that he himself would be included in the circle of
seekers of truth at this hour. He got lexicon and grammar on credit and continued to work at home all evening. Now he felt how many mountains of work and knowledge the path leads to true research, and he was willing to go through and leave nothing in the way. The shoemaker has been forgotten for the moment. A few days later this new creature took
him To use. Every evening he went to the parish priest, and every day the true scholarship seemed to him more beautiful, difficult and desirable. In the morning early in the morning he went fishing, in the afternoon on the bath meadow, otherwise he did not leave the house. Ambitions, immersed in fear and triumph of the exam, again woke up and left him no
rest. At the same time, the peculiar feeling in his head, which he so often experienced in recent months, began to move - not pain, but hastily triumphant vanity and vanity accelerated pulses and furiously excited forces, hasty lyrical desire to move forward. Then, of course, there was a headache, but while this subtle fever continued, reading and work
progressed during the storm, then he read the heaviest sentences in the xenophon, which otherwise cost him a quarter of an hour, then he almost never needed a dictionary, but flew with a sharpened understanding on whole heavy pages quickly and joyfully. With this heightened work rush and thirst for knowledge, a proud sense of self came together as if
school and teachers and academic years were long behind him, and as if he were already shouting his own way, to a level of knowledge and skill. It came back above it and at the same time the light often interrupted sleep with strange clear dreams. When he woke up at night with a slight headache and could not sleep again, he was struck by the look of
moving forward, and superior pride, when he thought about how much he was ahead of all his comrades and as a teacher and rector looked at him with some respect and even admiration. The rector was very pleased to see this beautiful ambition awakened by him, and to grow. Don't say that teachers don't have hearts and are round and deseeded pedants!
Oh no, when a teacher sees a long-unsuccessfully exasperated child's talent erupt as a boy lays wooden sabers and slingshots and bows and other childish gimmicks as he begins to move forward as the seriousness of the work turns a rough pause into a fine, serious and almost ascetic boy as his face is older and more spiritual, his gaze deeper and more
focused, his hand, then his soul laughs with joy and pride. His duty and profession, which he trusts the state, is to tame and destroy the raw forces and desires of nature in the boy and put in their place quiet, moderate and state-recognized ideals. Like some who are now a satisfied citizen and a determined public servant, without these school efforts, would
become more unstoppable new or barren dreamer! There was something wild, irregular, culturally bad in it that had to be broken, a dangerous flame that had to be put out and driven out. Man, as nature creates, something unpredictable, opaque, dangerous. It is a stream that is destroyed by unknown mountains and jungle without way and order. And just as
the jungle must be cleansed and cleansed and forcibly restricted, so the school must break, defeat and forcibly restrict the natural person; their task is to make him a useful member of society in accordance with the principles approved by the authorities and to awaken in it the qualities, the full training of which then crowns the careful breeding of barracks.
How beautifully developed little Gibenrat! He almost put aside stumbling and playing, silly laughter in lessons never happened to him, he also let gardening, rabbit and painful fishing get a thrill. One evening the rector personally appeared in the House of Gibenrat. After getting rid of his flattered father with politeness, he entered Hansen's room and found the
boy sitting on luke's gospel. He greeted him kindly. That's good, Giebenrath, again diligently! But why don't you show yourself again? I've been waiting for you every day. I would come, Hans apologised, but I would like to bring you at least one good fish. Fish? What fish? Well, carp or something. like this. Yes, are you going to fish again? Yes, just a little bit.
My father let it. Hmm. So. You like it? Yes, yes. Beautiful, very good, you earned your vacation boldly. You probably don't want to study next to this? Oh yes. Mr. Rector, of course. But I don't want to impose anything on you that you don't want to do yourself. Of course I like it. The rector took a few deep breaths, stroked his thin beard and sat down on a chair.
Look, Hans, he said, it's about. It is an old experience that a very good exam is often accompanied by a sudden failure. It is important to take part in several new subjects at the seminar. There are always a number of students who worked in advance during the holidays - often only those who were less well on the exam. Then they suddenly rise at the
expense of those who rest on their laurels during the vacancy . He sighed again. At school, it was easy for you to always be the first. At the seminar you will find other comrades, talented or very hardworking people who can not be played like that. Do you understand what? Oh yes. Now I would suggest you prepare a bit during this holiday. Of course, with the
measure! Now you have the right and duty to rest. I thought an hour or two a day would be about the right thing to do. Without this, it is easy to get off the track and take a few weeks after that to get back on the train What do you mean? I'm quite willing, Mr. Rector, if you want to be so kind... Ok. Next to Hebrew, Homer will discover a new world at the
seminar. You would read it with double gusto and understanding if we had already laid a solid foundation. Homer's language, the old Ionian dialect and Homer's prose, is something quite peculiar, quite something in itself, and requires diligence and care if someone wants to get the right to use these verses at all. Of course, Hans was ready to enter this new
world and promised to do his best. But the thick end has come. The rector was indignant and continued kindly: Honestly, I would also like to devote a few hours to mathematics. You're not a bad calculator, but math wasn't your strength. At the seminar you will have to start algebra and geometry, and it would be wise to take a few preparatory lessons. Yes,
Mr. Rector. You're always happy with me, you know that. I'm honored to see something skillful from you. Because of the math, however, you would have to ask your father to let you take private lessons with the professor. Maybe three or four a week. Yes, Mr. Rector. The work returned to the most pleasant flower, and if Hans ever and always walked for an
hour or walked, he had a bad conscience. As lessons, the sacrificial math teacher chose a regular bathing lesson. Despite his diligence, Hans could not find this algebra watch amusing. It was bittersweet to go to the professor's warm room in the middle of a hot day rather than to bath the meadow and say plus b and minus b in the dusty, mosquito-soaked air
with a tired head and a dry voice. Then there was something paralyzing and extremely oppressive in the air that on bad days could turn into desolation and despair. It was generally weird about math. He wasn't one of the students to whom it's closed and impossible to understand, he sometimes found good, even elegant solutions and then enjoyed it. He liked
it in mathematics, that there were no mistakes, no crooks, no way to shrug off the subject and undress the deceptive side zones. For the same reason, he loved Latin so much, because this language is clear, safe, unambiguous and knows almost no doubt. But if all the results were correct when it came to arithmetic, nothing right came out of it. Mathematical
work and the teaching of sins felt like hiking on a flat road; You always move forward, you realize something every day that you don't understand yesterday, but you never get to a mountain where suddenly there are broad views. That's in the hours it was in the rector's office. Of course, the parish priest still understood how to make something much more
attractive and magnificent from the degenerate Greek New Testament than the young Gomay language. But it was Homer, after all, in which surprises and pleasures pop out right behind the first difficulties and continue to seduce irresistibly. Often Hans sat in front of a mysteriously beautiful sound, difficult to understand a verse full of tremulous impatience
and suspense, and could not rush enough in the dictionary to find the clues that opened a quiet, cheerful garden for him. He had enough housework again, and one evening he sat again, stuck in some task, until late at the table. Father Gibenrat was proud to see this diligence. In his bulky head lived the grim ideal of so many limited people to see the branch
grow from his tribe to heights that he revered with dull respect. In the last week of the holiday the rector and parish priest suddenly showed themselves surprisingly soft and troubled again. They sent the boy for a walk, stopped classes and stressed the importance of getting him into a new career fresh and refreshed. Several times Hans came to fish. He had a
lot of headaches and sat unattended on the river bank, which now reflects the light blue early autumn sky. It was baffling him why he was actually so looking forward to the summer vacancy at the time. Now he was very glad that it was over, and that he had come to seminary, where a completely different life and learning would begin. Since he wasn't
interested in it, he caught almost no fish at all, and as soon as his father joked about it, he stopped fishing and put the cords back in the attic box. It was only in the last few days that he suddenly realized that he had not been in the flaig cobbler for a few weeks. Even now he had to force himself to visit him. It was evening, and the master was sitting at the
window of his living room, a small child on each knee. Despite the open window, the smell of skin and jerks pierce the whole apartment. In a preconceived sense, Hans put his hand up for the rigid, broad rights of the master. Well, how are you? He asked. Were you diligent with the city pastor? Yes, I was there every day and learned a lot. A what? Mostly
Greek, but all sorts of other things. And never come to me? Maybe Mr. Fleig, but he never wanted it to happen. With a parish priest, I had to become an arithmetic teacher for one hour every day, with the abbot for two hours a day, and four times a week. Now on vacation? That's nonsense! I do not know. Teachers meant it that way. And training is not difficult
for me. Maybe, Flygue said, grabbing the boy's hand. It was right to find out, but what you have for a few And even the face is so skinny. Do you still have headaches? Here and there. It's nonsense, Hans, and a sin for him. At your age you need to have proper air and movement and your proper rest. Why are you given a vacation? But not to squat and
continue to learn. You have loud skin and bones! Hans laughed. Well, you're going to bite your way through. But what is too much, too much. And with the city pastor's lessons, how was that? What did he say? He said a lot of things, but nothing bad at all. He knows a lot. Didn't he ever speak disrespectfully about the Bible? No, not once. That's nice. To do
this, I tell you: it is more likely to die ten times in the body than to damage his soul. You want to be a pastor later, it's a delicious and difficult ministry, and it needs other people than most of you young people. You may be right and will one day become a shower assistant and teacher. I wish it from my heart and pray for it. He rose and firmly put both hands on
the boy's shoulders. Live well, Hans, and stay in good! God bless you and hold you, Amen. Celebration, prayer and high German speeches were sad and embarrassing for the boy. The parish priest did nothing of the sort when he said goodbye. With preparation and farewells, a few days passed quickly and restlessly. A box of bedding, clothing, laundry and
books has already been sent, now the tourist bag has been packed and one cool morning father and son have left for Maulbronn. It is strange and depressing to leave the homeland and move from his father's house to a foreign institution. The third chapter in the northwest of the country is between the wooded hills and the small quiet lakes of the large
Cistercian monastery of Molbronn. Beautiful old buildings stand spacious, solid and well preserved and will be tempting residences because they are gorgeous, inside and out, and they have grown up in the ages with their quietly beautiful, green setting noble and cramped. If you want to visit the monastery, you enter a wide and very quiet area through the
picturesque gates that open a high wall. The fountain runs there, and there are old serious trees and on both sides of the old stone and solid houses and in the background the front of the main church with the end of the Romanesque porch, called paradise, a graceful, charming beauty unprecedented. On the mighty roof of the church rides a needle,
humorous tower, from which you do not understand how to wear a bell. The pristine monastery, itself a beautiful work, contains a delicious fountain chapel like a gem; men's refectory with a powerfully noble cross vault, further oratorio, partories, laying a refectory, the abbot's apartment and two churches close together en masse. Scenic walls, bay windows,
gates, Mill, home a wreath of comfortable and fun massive old buildings. The wide yard lies in place and empty, playing with the shadows of its trees in his sleep; only an hour after noon comes a fleeting fictitious life over it. Then a crowd of young people comes out of the monastery, loses themselves in a wide area, brings a little movement, shouts,
conversations and laughter, plays a ball game and disappears quickly and without a trace behind the walls after an hour. At this place some already thought that there will be a place for a good piece of life and joy, here something alive, joyful should be able to grow, here mature and good people will have to think their joyful thoughts and create beautiful,
cheerful works. For a long time this magnificent monastery, hidden behind hills and forests, was given to this magnificent monastery, hidden behind hills and forests, students of Protestant theological seminary, so that beauty and tranquility surround receptive young minds. At the same time, young people there are deprived of the dissipation of the influences
of cities and family life and are saved from the harmful view of working life. This allows young people for many years to learn Hebrew and Greek, as well as secondary subjects as a goal of life, to turn all thirst for young souls into pure and ideal learning and pleasure. In addition, the most important factor is life in boarding school, the need for self-education, a
sense of belonging to each other. The Foundation, through which seminarians are allowed to live and study, has ensured that their students of special spirit become children, where they can be recognized at any time later - a wonderful and safe way of marking fire. With the exception of the wildlings, who always and always tear themselves apart, you can get
to know every Swabian seminarian as such throughout his life. Anyone who had a mother when entering the monastery seminary, thinks about those days with gratitude and smiling emotions throughout his life. Hans Gibenrat was not in this case and got over him without any emotion, but he could observe a large number of foreign mothers and a strange
impression of it. In the large corridors that were enclosed in wall cabinets, the so-called Dormmenten, had boxes and baskets around, and the boys accompanied by their parents were busy unpacking and cleaning their seven belongings. Everyone was instructed to have their own room cabinet and a well-known book in the study rooms. Sons and parents
unpacked unpacking on the ground, Famulus walked like a prince between them and gave here and there of the best meanings of advice. Prepackaged clothes were distributed, shirts were folded, books piled up, boots and slippers lined up. The equipment was the same in the basic parts for all, because A minimum amount of clothing and basic necessities
for the rest of the household was prescribed. Tin shells with scratched names came out and were placed in the toilet, sponge, soap dish, comb and toothbrushes next to it. They also brought a lamp, an oil cannunk and tableware. The boys were very busy and excited. Fathers smiled, tried to help, often searched for pocket watches, were very bored and tried
to squeeze themselves. But the soul of all the activities were mothers. In parts they took clothes and underwear, shrugged off wrinkles, pulled ribbons and distributed pieces as clean as possible and practically in a closet with careful testing. Exhortations, advice and tenderness were included. You have to rid the new shirts, they cost three marks fifty. You
send laundry every four weeks by train - if it's in a hurry, in the mail. Black hat only on Sundays. The fat, comfortable woman sat on a high box and taught her son the art of sewing buttons. If you yeard the house, was said elsewhere, then just always write to me, it is not so awful long before Christmas . A beautiful, still very young woman lost sight of her
son's filled closet and drove with a beautiful hand over the laundry heap and skirts and trousers. When she finished with him, she began to caress her boy, broad-shouldered paws. He was ashamed and fought back from the embarrassed laughter and, in order not to look tender, put both hands in his pockets. Farewell seemed harder for his mother than for
him. For others, it was the other way around. They looked at their beleaguered mothers, bewildered and perplexed, and looked as if they wanted to go home. However, for all the fear of farewell and a heightened sense of tenderness and affection lie in the difficult struggle with the shyness of the audience and with the defiant sense of dignity of the first
masculinity. Someone who wanted to cry made an artificially carefree face and pretended that nothing was near him. And the mothers smiled. Almost all of them took some luxuries, a seed apple, smoked sausage, a basket of baked goods and the like. Many brought skates. A small, intelligent young man caused a great stir, owning a whole ham, which he
did not want to hide. It is easy to discern which of the boys came directly from home, and who used to be in institutions and boarding houses. But even this one saw the excitement and tension. Mr. Giebenrath helped his son unpack and behaved wisely and practically. He was finished earlier than most, and stood with Hans for a while and helpless in
Dorment. Since he has seen from all sides admonishing and teaching fathers, comforting and advising mothers and being stunned to listen to sons, he too considers it appropriate to give his Hans some golden words on the lifestyle. He pondered for a long time and crawled in the tormented next to the mute boy, then he suddenly went and brought to light a
small floral crop of consecrated pogs, which Hans surprised and quietly accepted, until he saw the priest standing next to him, smiling, amused by his father's speech; he was ashamed and pulled the speaker aside. So aren't you going to honor your family? And be obedient to your superiors? Yes, of course, Hans said. My father was silent and breathing in
serene breath. He got bored. Hans, too, seemed rather lost, and soon looked with trepidation through the windows into the quiet abode, whose ancient hermit dignity and serenity strangely stood in contrast to the noisy young life above her, and soon he shyly watched the busy comrades whom he did not yet know. That Stuttgart exam comrade seemed to fail
despite his refined G'ppinger Latin, at least Hans saw it nowhere. Without hesitation, he looked at his future classmates. Like the type and quantity of equipment of all boys, it was easy to distinguish citizens from peasant sons, and rich from poor. The sons of rich people, however, rarely came to seminary, which partly spoke of the pride or deeper insight of
their parents, and partly of the talent of children; but at least some professors and senior officials send their young to Molbronn to commemorate their monastic years. Thus one saw among 40 black skirts different differences in fabric and cut, and even more young people differed in manners, dialect and attitude. There were shaggy black forests with stiff
limbs, luscious albatross, straw-blond and wide-mouthed, movable outsiders with free and cheerful manners, lovely Stuttgarters with pointed boots and spoiled, will speak an exquisite dialect. Almost a fifth of this youthful flowering wore glasses. One of them, a slender and almost elegant Stuttgart mother-son, was dressed in a tight thin felt hat, behaved nobly
and had no idea that this unfamiliar ornament already on the first day craves daring among his comrades later tease and acts of violence. A thinner viewer could probably see that zage-h'uflein does not represent a bad choice from the youth of the country. In addition to the middle heads, to which the Nuremberg Funnel was marked from afar, there was no
lack of delicate or defiantly solid boys, who might lie behind a flat forehead a higher life still half in the dream. It's possible or the other of these clever and stubborn Swabian skulls among them who have ever and ever pushed themselves into the middle of a great world over time and made them always somewhat dry and stubborn thoughts at the center of
new, powerful systems. For Swabia not only provides himself and the world with well-educated theologians, but also proudly has a traditional capacity for philosophical speculation, from which significant prophets or even false urks have already come several times. Therefore, a fertile country whose great political traditions are far behind continues to exert its
safe influence on the world, at least in the spiritual realms of God's teachings and philosophy. In addition, the people have always had joy in beautiful form and dreamy poetry, from which from time to time there are rhymes and poets who are not among the bad ones. In the institutions and customs of the Malbronn seminary nothing was felt externally, but in
addition to the Latin names left over from the monastic times, some classical etiquette was recently glued. The rooms on which the disciples were distributed were named: Forum, Hell, Athens, Sparta, Acropolis, and that the smallest and last Germany was summoned seemed to indicate that there were reasons to turn the German present into the Roman-
Greek dream image as far as possible. But then again it was just outside, and in fact Jewish names would have been a better fit. So it was a hilarious coincidence that the Athenian Hall was not the most generous and eloquent people, but only a few righteous boars, and that Sparta was not inhabited by the military and the pesticists, but by a handful of
fidelandy and generous hospitants. Hans Gibenrat was appointed to Bar-Ellas along with nine comrades. It was strange for him when he entered a cool, bare dorm room with nine for the first time in the evening and lay down in his narrow student bed. From the ceiling hung a large oil lantern, with its red glow undressing and extinguished a quarter after ten
hours on famulus. Then lay one next to the other, between the two beds stood a seam with clothes on it, and a rope hung on the pole on which the morning bell is put on. Two or three boys already knew each other and chatted in a somewhat timid whisper that soon fell silent; others were strangers to each other, and each lay a little depressed and dead in his
bed. Slumbering let him hear deep breaths, or one stirred his hand asleep, that linen ceiling rusting; who was still awake, silent. Hans couldn't sleep for a long time. He listened to the breath of his neighbours and after a while heard a strangely disturbing sound of Bette; there lay alone and cried, the blanket pulled over his head, and quietly, as if from afar,
sounded, stirred Hans in surprise. He himself had no homesickness, but he regretted the quiet little cell that he was at home; then there was the horror of the zage of the unknown new and many comrades. It wasn't midnight yet, no one woke up in the room. Nearby lay young sleepers, cheeks pressed to a striped pillow, sad and daring, rubble and timid,
crowded with the same sweet, hard rest and oblivion. Over old pointed roofs, towers, bay windows, fials, masonry and pointed galleries, the pale half of the moon rose up; its light was enclosed on the eaves and rapids, flowed through the Gothic windows and Romanesque gates, and trembled pale gold in the large, noble bowl of the monastery fountain.
Several yellowish stripes and patches of light also fell through three windows in the hostel of Bar Ellas and lived next to the dreams of sleeping boys as neighborly, as previously next to those of the families of monks. The next day, a ceremonial recording took place in the oratorio. Teachers stood in skirts, Efor gave a speech, students sat thoughtfully bent in
chairs and sometimes tried to look back at their parents sitting further back. Mothers looked at their sons with a smile and a smile, the fathers held on, followed the speech and looked serious and determined. Proud and laudable feelings and wonderful hopes fanned her breasts, and no one thought he was selling his child today for a monetary advantage. In
the end, one pupil was named, stood in front of the rows and was received by Ephore with a handshake and obliged, and, if he behaved well, was provided with state care and refuge for the rest of his life. No one thought they could have it for nothing, as little as fathers. The moment they had to say goodbye to their father and mother seemed much more
serious and moving in with them. Partly on foot, partly in the postal car, partly in all sorts of cars, caught in a hurry, they escaped the sight of the abandoned sons, the tissues for a long time wafted through the soft September air, finally the forest picked up the departing, and the sons quietly and thoughtfully returned to the monastery. So now the gentlemen's
parents are gone, Famulus said. Now they started looking at each other and getting to know each other, first of all each room among themselves. They filled the ink with ink, a lamp with oil, arranged books and notebooks, and tried to return home to a new room. They looked at each other with curiosity, started a conversation, asked each other about their
hometown and the previous school, recalled how together the exam in the country was swinging. Around individual tables, The groups there and there laughed at the bright boy,' and in the evening the roommates were already much better known to each other than the passengers of the ship at the end of the sea voyage. Among the nine comrades living with
Hans in Bar-Ellas, there were four heads of characters, the rest more or less belonged to a good average. At first, Otto Hartner, the son of a Stuttgart professor, was gifted, calm, confident in his behavior and impeccable. He was wide and beautifully grown and well dressed and impressed the salon with his firm, effective behavior. Then Karl Hamel, the son of
a small village school from Alba. It took some time to get to know him because he pursued a full contradiction and rarely came out of his apparent phlegm. Back then he was passionate, violent and violent, but it never took long, so he crawled back into himself, and then you didn't know he was a silent observer or just a duck mouser. Bright though less
complex was Herman Heilner, the Black Forest of a good house. On the first day it was already known that he was a poet and a fine man, and there was a legend that he wrote his essay on the country exam in hexameters. He spoke a lot and brightly, possessed a beautiful violin and seemed to carry his essence on the surface, which consisted mainly of a
youthful immature mixture of sentimentality and recklessness. But he also carried the less conspicuous deeper things inside him. It was developed in the body and soul during his age and began to walk his own ways on an experimental basis. But the strangest man hellas was Emile Lucius, a hidden, pale blond man, hard, hard-working and dry as a Greek
farmer. Despite his unfinished stature and features, he doesn't impress the boy, but there was something grown-up about him everywhere, as if nothing could be changed about him. This silent chew only gradually found in his creep and found in him such a complex mischiene collar and selfishness that it was his perfection in these vices that brought him a
kind of respect or at least tolerable. He had a re-nutat system of savings and profits, the individual sophistication of which only gradually came to light and caused surprise. It started early in the morning when Lucius stepped into the toilet, the first or last to use someone else's towel and maybe someone else's soap and spare his own belongings. So he
managed to keep the towel for two or more weeks. Now, however, the fabric had to be renewed every eight days, and every Monday morning Upper Famulus held on to it. Turn off. So Lucius also hung fresh cloth on his numbered nail every Monday morning, but took it at lunchtime, folded it cleanly, put it back in a box and hung a spare old one. His soap was
hard and gave little, but it lasted for months. But Emil Lucius was by no means a forgotten appearance, but always looked right, combing and not his thin, blond hair with care and delicate underwear and clothes. From the toilet we went for breakfast. There was also a cup of coffee, a piece of sugar and a wake-up call. Most people have not found it generous
because young people tend to have a good morning of hunger after eight hours of sleep. Lucius was pleased, kept a daily piece of sugar in his mouth and always found buyers for him, two pieces for a penny or twenty-five pieces for a written booklet. He goes without the fact that he liked to work in the evening to save expensive oil when it comes to the glow
of foreign lamps. He was not a child of poor parents, but came from quite comfortable circumstances as children of perfectly poor people rarely manage and save, and always need as much as they have, and do not know how to return. Emil Lucius, however, not only extended his system to property and material goods, but also sought to gain his advantage
in the realm of the Spirit where he could. Here he was so wise that all intellectual property has only relative value, so he turned to real diligence only to subjects whose development could bear fruit at the late exam, and in others modestly satisfied with a moderate average certificate. What he learned and did, he always measured only the achievements of his
classmates, and he would rather be the first with half-consciousness than with a double second. Therefore, he was seen in the evening, when his comrades gave themselves all sorts of entertainment, played and read, sitting at work. The noise of others did not bother him at all, he even occasionally threw an enviously funny look at him. For if everyone else
worked as well, his efforts would not be profitable. No one resented all these tricks and tricks for hardworking bands. But like all Uber drivers and too profitable, he soon made a fool of it. Since all the lessons in the monastery were free, he came up with the idea to use it and give violin lessons. Not that he had any education, hearing and talent or even any joy
in music! But he thought you might end up learning to play the violin as well as Latin or arithmetic. The music, he heard, was useful in later life and made her husband popular and enjoyable, and at least it was worthless, because even the school violin provided seminary as Music teacher Haas had his hair on his head when Lucius came to him and wanted to
have violin lessons because he knew it from singing lessons in which Lucius's achievements pleased all his classmates but made him, the teacher, despair. He tried to talk the boy out, and he was, but with that he came here wrong. Lucius smiled subtly and modestly, referred to his right and declared his desire for music to be indomitable. So he got the worst
of Ubungsgeigen, got two lessons a week and practiced it half an hour each day. After the first practice, however, the roommates said it was the first and last time and they behaved heillose moan. Since then, Lucius restlessly stroked the violin on the monastery, and sought quiet corners for practice, from where prickly, squeaky and brooding strange sounds
came out and frightened the neighborhood. It was, said the poet healer, as if tormenting an old violin from all its stitche worms desperately in need of protection. Without progress, the jaded teacher became nervous and rude, Lucius became more and more desperate, and his still smug shopkeeper began to wrinkle the scare. It was pure tragedy, because
when at the end the teacher declared him utterly incompetent and refused to continue the lessons, the deceived pupil chose the piano and tormented himself with it for long, fruitless months until he was grumpy and quietly refused. In later years, however, when talking about music, he made it clear that he too had learned both piano and violin in the past, and
only gradually alienated the circumstances of these fine art. Thus, Bar Hellas could often entertain himself about his comic prisoners, because also Schoengeist Heilner performed some funny scene. Carl Hamel played an ironist and witty observer. He was a year older than the others, which gave him a certain superiority, but he did not lead him to a
respected role; He was cranky and felt the need to test his physical strength in a frenzy about every eight days, and then he was wild and almost violent. Hans Gibenrat watched with surprise and walked in quiet ways like a good but quiet comrade. He was diligent, almost as diligent as Lucius, and was respected by his roommates, with the exception of
Heilner, who wrote ingenious recklessness on his flag and sometimes mocked him as a face. In general, all the many boys who were in the rapid development of their years, were in each other, although the evening rupees on Dormmenten were not something rare. For it is true that one seeks to feel grown-up and justify yet strangers you tell the teacher of
scientific seriousness and good behavior, one looked back at the recently abandoned Latin school at least as arrogant and compassionate as a potential grammar school student. But ever, through artificial dignity, a pure childhood erupted and wanted to have its right. Then Dorment resonated with the boy's contemptuous and salty expletives. For the head or
teacher of such an institution should be instructive and tasty to observe how after the first weeks of coexistence the number of boys resembles a chemical mixture in which oscillating clouds and flakes converge, dissolve and form differently until there are a number of solid formations. After overcoming the first shyness and after everyone got to know each
other enough, the surge and confusion began, the groups came together, friendship and antipathy came to light. Rarely compatriots and former classmates united, most of all addressing new acquaintances, citizens to peasant sons, elders to the lower lands, after a secret drive to diversity and addition. Young beings groped one after another to no avail, and
the desire for separation came to the consciousness of equality, and some boys first woke up to the germination of the person from children's sleep. Indescribable little scenes of love and jealousy took place, flourished on friendship unions and declared, causing feuds and ended, depending on the gentle conditions and walks of friends, or with intense
wrestling and fistfights. Hans had no external involvement in this activity. Carl Hamel clearly and stormed his friendship, and he waved in horror. Immediately afterwards, Hamel befriended a resident of Sparta; Hans was left alone. A strong feeling made the country of friendship appear blissfully on the horizon in melancholy color and dragged it off with a quiet
ride. But shyness kept him back. In his strict, de-made boyish years he was deprived of the gift of cuddling, and above all outwardly enthusiastic he was terrified. Added to this was the boy's pride and, finally, painful ambitions. He didn't look like Lucius, he really knew, but like that he tried to stay away from anything that might deprive him of his job. Therefore,
he diligently remained at the pulpit, but suffered envy and tone when he saw that others were happy with their friendship. Carl Hamel was unfair, but if someone else came and tried to pull him out vigorously, he would follow. As a shy girl, he remained seated, waiting for someone to pick him up, stronger and bolder than him, who would tear him together and
make him be happy. Because, in addition to these questions, there was a lot of pre-taught, especially in Hebrew, for the first time for young people very quickly. Numerous small lakes and ponds, surrounded by Molbronn, reflected the pale late autumn sky, withered ash, birch and oaks and long twilight, the pre-winter stripping raged through the beautiful



forests, and several times ripe light fell. The lyrical Hermann Heilner sought in vain to acquire a favorable friend, now he wandered through the woods alone every day at the hour of beginning and preferred, in particular, Waldsee, a melancholic brown pond covered by Ruhricht and hung over old withering deciduous crowns. The sadly beautiful corner of the
forest drew a swarm powerfully. Here he could draw circles with dreamy barley in the quiet water, read Lena's cane songs and, lying in the lower beach bunkers, contemplate the autumn theme of dying and death, while the fall of leaves and the sound of bald apples gave melancholic chords. He then often pulled a little black booklet out of his pocket to write a
verse or two in pencil. He did so at a semi-bright lunch hour in late October when Hans Giebenrath, walking alone, entered the same place. He saw a young poet sitting on a board of a small parking trap, his booklet on his knees and a pointed pencil thoughtfully inserted into his mouth. Next to him lay a book. Slowly he approached him. Welcome to God,
healer! What are you doing? Homer read. And you, Gibenretchen? I don't think so. I already know what you're doing. So? Of course. You have poems. Do you mean? Of course. Sit down so! Gibenrat sat next to the healers on the board, let his feet dangle over the water and watched as there and there a brown leaf and again one turned down through the
quiet cool air and sank unheard of at brownish water level. It's dreary here, Hans said. Yes, yes. Both lay along at their backs, so hardly a few overhanging apples remained visible to them from the autumn wednesday and instead a light blue sky with calmly floating cloud islands appeared. Yes, Gibenretchen, Heilner sighed, if you were such a cloud! What
then? Then we will sail there, over forests and villages and away from the upper offices and countries like beautiful ships. Have you ever seen a ship? No, healer. But you? Oh yes. But my God, you don't understand anything like that. If you can only learn and strive and buffalo! So you think of me as a camel? I didn't say. I'm not as stupid as you think. But
keep talking about the ships. Heilner turned around, falling into the water behind his hair. Now he was lying belly, his chin drilled in both hands, with his elbows supported. On the Rhine, he continued, I saw such ships during the holidays. On Sundays, there was music on the ship, at night, and colored lanterns. The lights were reflected in the water and we
drove downstream with the music. They drank Rhine wine, and the girls were dressed in white. Hans listened and answered nothing, but he closed his eyes and saw the ship pass through a summer night, with music and red lights and girls in white clothes. Another continued: Yes, it was different than it is now. Who knows what about such things? Loud bore,
loud duck mice! It gets rid of itself and sits down and knows nothing higher than the Hebrew alphabet. You are no different. Hans was silent. This healer was a strange man. Reuter, poet. Heilner, as everyone knew, worked very little, and yet he knew a lot, knew how to give good answers, and once again despised this knowledge. We read Homer, he
continued, as if Odysseus was a cookbook. Two verses per hour, then word by word re-cleaned and examined until it becomes disgusting. But at the end of the hour every time they say: you see how subtly the poet turned it upside down, you will look here in the mystery of the poetic work! Just like the sauce around the particles and aoriste, so you don't
suffocate completely. So the whole Homer could be stolen from me. What old Greek things actually do with us? If any of us ever want to try to live a little Greek, he'd be kicked out. Our number is called Ellas! Pure sneer! Why it's not called a gt'th't or a gt) cage or a pipe unterm rad pdf download. hesse unterm rad pdf. unterm rad english pdf. unterm rad buch
pdf. unterm rad königs erläuterungen pdf
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